Abstract -In this paper, the observer based nonlinear state feedback controller has been developed to control the pressures of the oxygen and the hydrogen in the PEM(Proton Exchange Membrane) fuel cell system. Nonlinear model of the PEM fuel cell system was introduced to study the design problems of the state observer and model based controller. A cascade observer using the filtering technique was used to estimate the pressure derivatives of the cathode and the anode in the system. In order to estimate the pressures of the cathode and the anode, the sliding mode observer was designed by using these pressure derivatives. To estimate the oxygen pressure and the hydrogen pressure in the system, the nonlinear state observer was designed by using the cathode pressure estimates and the anode it. These results will be very useful to design the state feedback controller. The validity of the proposed observers and the controller has been investigated by using the Lyapunov's stability analysis strategy.
Introduction
Fuel cell systems are under intensive development for mobile and stationary power applications. In particular, PEM fuel cells are currently in a relatively more mature stage for ground vehicle and stationary power applications [1, 5] . Despite a large number of studies on fuel cell modeling, relatively few are suitable for control and observation studies. The transient phenomena captured in the model include the flow and inertia dynamics of the compressor, the manifold filling dynamics (both anode and cathode), and membrane humidity. These variables affect the fuel cell stack voltage, and thus fuel cell efficiency and power [1, 5] . A two-dimensional along-the-channel mass and heat transfer model for a PEMFC(Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell) is described in [1] . This model is used for calculation of cell performance (i.e., cell voltage against current density), ohmic resistance and water profile in the membrane, current distribution and variation of temperature along the gas channel. This model is useful for the analysis of cell performance. In [6] , an adaptive nonlinear observer was designed to estimate the partial pressure of hydrogen in the anode channel of a fuel cell. By treating the slowly varying inlet partial pressure as an unknown parameter, an adaptive observer was developed that employs a nonlinear voltage injection term. However, this study does not treat an overall system dynamics of PEMFC.
In this paper, a nonlinear fuel cell system model suitable for designing the controller and the observer is introduced to estimate the transient response and also the steady state response. A cascade observer [2] with filtering technique is designed to estimate the pressures of the cathode and the anode. The oxygen pressure in the cathode and the hydrogen pressure in the anode will be estimate by using nonlinear feedback observer. The validity of the proposed observers will be investigated by using a Lyapunov's stability analysis method. Nonlinear state feedback controller will be designed to regulate each pressure.
System Dynamics of PEMFC
The system studied in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . It is assumed that the cathode and anode volumes of the multiple fuel cells are lumped as a single stack cathode and anode volumes.
Cathode pressure model
This model includes the air compressor dynamics, the supply manifold dynamics and the cathode dynamics. The cathode dynamics is developed using the mass conservation principle and the thermodynamic and psychrometric properties of air [4, 7, 8] . 2  2  2   2  2   2  2   2  2  2   2   ,  ,  , 
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Anode pressure model
This model is quite similar to the cathode pressure model. In this model, it is assumed that pure hydrogen gas is supplied to the anode from a hydrogen tank [4, 7, 8] .
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Observer based controller design
The cathode and anode pressures influence the voltage generated in fuel cell stack. Those also affect the efficiency and the power of the fuel cell. However, it is difficult to directly measure these variables [1] . This problem can be solved using a nonlinear observer. The observation of those variables is needed to design of the suitable controller. The filtered supply manifold pressure is used to design the sliding mode observer for the cathode and anode pressures. The nonlinear state observer for Oxygen and air pressures in the cathode is designed using the estimated cathode pressure. The estimates of the anode pressures are similar to the cathode it.
Cathode pressure observer
In order to estimate the cathode pressure, we rewrite the eq. (2) as follows:
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As shown in the above, the observation error may not converge to zero, even though the cascade observer [2] guarantees an asymptotic stability. Since the open-loop observer dose not guarantees the asymptotic stability, we construct the cathode pressure model as follows :
where 's' denotes the Laplace transform. Using the Eq.
(10), we obtain the cathode pressure observer model as follows [7, 8] :
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And we can design the sliding mode observer for the cathode pressure model (14) as follows [7, 8] :
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Anode pressure observer
The anode pressure model is as follows [7, 8] : The anode pressure observer model is as follows [7, 8] :
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is known. Defining max min , p p are the minimum and the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix P , we get the following conclusions. x P x % % , its 1 st time derivative is as follows : consists of adjustable parameters and
We assume that a constant matrix
Substituting (36) into (25), we obtain the error equation as follows : e Pe , its derivative is as follows : 
